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The pass rate on the July 2016 California bar exam was the 

lowest since 1984.1 The resulting outcry from California law school 

deans has prompted the State Bar of California to reexamine the 

bar exam. The deans at schools accredited by the American Bar 

Association complain that the California bar exam’s passing score 

is too high and fails too many prospective attorneys.2 The same 

concerns have been shared by deans of California accredited law 

schools.3 The deans trumpet the fact that the Executive Director of 

the State Bar told the state Assembly Judiciary Committee there 

is “no good answer” for why the passing score is set where it is.4 

Some deans have even begun to question the “validity” of the 

exam—whether the bar exam adequately measures minimal 

competence for the practice of law.5 

It is true that the passing score for the California bar makes 

it one of the most difficult bar exams in the country. The passing 

score in California is 1440 on a 2000-point scale, exceeded only by 

Delaware’s 1450.6 Most states have passing scores between 1330 
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and 1350, which California deans have proposed implementing in 

California.7 The deans argue that California’s high score limits the 

number of lawyers that may serve the public, and, the more 

pressing concern of California law school deans, it limits the 

opportunities of law school graduates.8 

But lowering the score may also have significant costs. The 

bar exam is designed to be a test of minimum competence. 

Lowering the cut score means students who performed worse on 

the bar exam practice law. That may result in lower quality 

attorneys practicing in California. The California deans are 

skeptical that the higher cut score has a meaningful consumer 

protection role. The deans argue that the bar exam does not 

adequately measure professional competence and that the high 

California passing score is not necessary to ensure adequate 

professional responsibility and minimum competence in the 

practice of law.9  

In this Essay, we present data suggesting that lowering the 

bar examination passing score will likely increase the amount of 

malpractice, misconduct, and discipline among California lawyers. 

Our analysis shows that bar exam score is significantly related to 

likelihood of State Bar discipline throughout a lawyer’s career. We 

investigate these claims by collecting data on disciplinary actions 

and disbarments among California-licensed attorneys. We find 

support for the assertion that attorneys with lower bar 

examination performance are more likely to be disciplined and 

disbarred than those with higher performance. 

Although our measures of bar performance only have 

modest predictive power of subsequent discipline, we project that 

lowering the cut score would result in the admission of attorneys 

with a substantially higher probability of State Bar discipline over 

the course of their careers. But we admit that our analysis is 

limited due to the imperfect data available to the public. For a 

precise calculation, we call on the California State Bar to use its 
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internal records on bar scores and discipline outcomes to determine 

the likely impact of changes to the passing score. 

 

I. OUR DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

 

We collected data on all attorneys listed on the California 

State Bar website.10 We used a computer script to crawl the bar 

numbers sequentially of all California attorneys, yielding a dataset 

of 240,707 California attorneys admitted to the bar from 1975 

through 2016. We collected the attorneys’ law schools, 

undergraduate schools, and date of admission to the California bar. 

In addition, we collected information on each member’s public 

record of discipline, if any. The discipline falls in three broad 

categories: disbarred, resigned with charges pending, and other 

public record of discipline. The discipline records are set forth in 

Table I, below. 

 

Table I. Number of Lawyers by Discipline Status. 

Member Status Number of Lawyers Percentage 

Disbarred 1,877 0.8% 

Resigned with Charges Pending 1,150 0.5% 

Other Public Record of 

Discipline 

3,426 1.4% 

No Public Record of Discipline 234,253 97.3% 

 

The incidence of discipline is low overall, but increases 

substantially with the attorney’s number of years of practice. There 

is virtually no discipline in the first 10 years of practice, then the 

rate of discipline increases in a roughly linear fashion thereafter. 

For each year after the tenth year, the percentage of attorneys 

disciplined increases by approximately 0.15 percentage points, 

reaching approximately 5% at 35 years since admission to the bar 

and 7% at 40 years since admission. 

Our objective is to estimate whether and how much lowering 

the passing score might increase the rate of professional discipline 

among attorneys in California. We do not have access to the bar 

exam scores of these attorneys. Accordingly, we use proxies to 

                                                 
10 Attorney Search, The State Bar of California, 

http://members.calbar.ca.gov/fal/MemberSearch/QuickSearch. 

http://members.calbar.ca.gov/fal/MemberSearch/QuickSearch
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estimate those scores. Specifically, we use each lawyer’s law school 

to estimate his or her LSAT score, and the estimated LSAT score 

to estimate his or her bar exam score. This works because there is 

a correspondence between a law student’s law school and LSAT 

score, and between his or her LSAT score and his or her expected 

MBE score.11 The overall bar exam score, in turn, is scaled to the 

MBE score, allowing us to predict bar exam scores.  

To estimate bar exam scores for each attorney, we collected 

data on 25th and 75th percentile LSAT scores the full-time law 

school entering classes from 1996 to 2006.12 We average these 

figures and predict the law school’s average bar exam score by 

interpolating from data published by the National Conference of 

Bar Examiners. Our analysis includes all graduates from 1975 to 

2006. We end in 2006 because there is almost no public discipline 

imposed in the first ten years of practice. 

The fact that LSATs vary by law school and MBE scores vary 

by LSAT does not necessarily allow reliable inferences about law 

schools’ MBE scores. But because of an unusual release of data in 

2016 from the State Bar,13 we were able to validate our technique 

against the actual bar exam scores for California schools. Most 

graduates of American Bar Association-accredited law schools pass 

the California bar exam on the first attempt.14 But the passing 

                                                 
11 Research from the National Conference of Bar Examiners pegs the 

correlation between LSAT and MBE score at 0.57. Susan M. Case, The Testing 

Column: Identifying and Helping At-Risk Students, THE BAR EXAMINER, Dec. 

2011, at 30–32, http://www.ncbex.org/assets/media_files/Bar-

Examiner/articles/2011/800411Testing.pdf. 
12 Consistent and reliable LSAT data before 1996 is not readily obtainable 

for many law schools. But the results are not likely to vary based on the years 

chosen. There is substantial evidence that the hierarchy among law schools has 

persisted since at least the 1920s, with relatively little movement of schools in 

that hierarchy, regardless of the particular ranking methodology one adopts. See 

Olufunmilayo B. Arewa, Andrew P. Morriss, & William D. Henderson, Enduring 

Hierarchies in American Legal Education, 89 IND. L.J. 941 (2014). 
13 See Cheryl Miller, By the Numbers: How California Law Schools Fared on 

the Bar Exam, THE RECORDER, Dec. 12, 2016, 

http://www.therecorder.com/id=1202774508208/By-the-Numbers-How-

California-Law-Schools-Fared-on-the-Bar-

Exam?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=ALL. 
14 For the July 2016 administration of the bar exam, first-time takers who 

graduated from American Bar Association passed at a 61.9% rate. See 

http://admissions.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/4/documents/Statistics/JULY2016STAT

S120716_R.pdf. For the July 2011 test, first-timers passed at a 73.6% rate. See 

http://www.ncbex.org/assets/media_files/Bar-Examiner/articles/2011/800411Testing.pdf
http://www.ncbex.org/assets/media_files/Bar-Examiner/articles/2011/800411Testing.pdf
http://www.therecorder.com/id=1202774508208/By-the-Numbers-How-California-Law-Schools-Fared-on-the-Bar-Exam?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=ALL
http://www.therecorder.com/id=1202774508208/By-the-Numbers-How-California-Law-Schools-Fared-on-the-Bar-Exam?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=ALL
http://www.therecorder.com/id=1202774508208/By-the-Numbers-How-California-Law-Schools-Fared-on-the-Bar-Exam?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=ALL
http://admissions.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/4/documents/Statistics/JULY2016STATS120716_R.pdf
http://admissions.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/4/documents/Statistics/JULY2016STATS120716_R.pdf
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scores can vary significantly. Consider the July 2016 bar exam: 

Stanford had a first-time pass rate of 91%, but its mean exam score 

was a 1620, far exceeding the 1440 cut score.15 The University of 

Southern California had a first-time pass rate of 88%, but its mean 

exam score was a 1562.16 These are quite similar to the scores 

predicted by our model (1605 for Stanford and 1570 for USC). Our 

estimates for other schools were similarly accurate. 

With an estimate of bar exam score for each attorney (which 

is based on the estimated mean for the attorney’s school), we then 

use a logistic regression to model the relationship between 

estimated bar exam score, years since admission to the bar, and 

probability of discipline.  

 

II. BAR EXAM EFFECT ON DISCIPLINE RATES 

 

A. Results 

We estimate a simple logistic regression model of the 

probability of attorney discipline as a function of years of practice 

and estimated bar examination score. The results of our model are 

presented below in Table II. The results show that the estimated 

bar exam score is strongly related to the probability of discipline, 

as is the number of years since admission to the bar. The model 

includes an interaction effect between the two variables because 

the effect of each changes with the level of the other.  

                                                 
http://admissions.calbar.ca.gov/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=PL6VLVgQEIM%3d

&tabid=2269&mid=3159. 
15 Miller, By the Numbers, supra note 13. 
16 Id. 

http://admissions.calbar.ca.gov/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=PL6VLVgQEIM%3d&tabid=2269&mid=3159
http://admissions.calbar.ca.gov/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=PL6VLVgQEIM%3d&tabid=2269&mid=3159
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Table II. Modeling Bar Exam Score and Discipline. 

Estimated Bar Exam Score 
-0.138*** 

(0.012) 

Years Since Admission 
-0.186** 

(0.061) 

Estimated Bar Exam Score * Years 

Since Admission 

0.0016*** 

(0.0004) 
Logistic regression with a binary dependent variable equal to 1 if the attorney 

was disciplined over his or her career and 0 otherwise. N=104,992. Standard 

errors in parentheses. 

 

 The logistic regression coefficients in Table II can be a bit 

difficult to interpret directly. What they imply, however, is that 

over the course of a 35-year career, the model estimates that the 

probability of discipline increases by approximately 1 percentage 

point for each 10 point decrease on the California scale within the 

range of passing scores reportedly being considered by the State 

Bar (1330 to 1440). If California’s passing score were lowered to 

1330, as has been proposed, attorneys passing the bar with a score 

of 1330 would have an estimated 19% chance of discipline over 35 

years of law practice. If it were lowered to 1350, we estimate a 

16.8% chance of discipline. This compares with an estimated 9% 

chance for attorneys who pass with the borderline current passing 

score of 1440 and 3.7% for first-time passers generally.17 

 The model’s predictions are depicted graphically in Figure 1, 

below, which plots the predicted discipline rates by bar 

examination score for attorneys with 35 years since admission to 

the bar. We superimposed the actual rate of discipline for attorneys 

who graduated from various law schools and who have about 35 

years of practice.18 

                                                 
17 This estimate is based on an estimated first time passer mean score of 

1552.5, which has been documented in California bar studies. See Stephen P. 

Klein & Roger Bolus, Comparison of Eventual Passing Rates in the 1990 and 

1991 Cohorts, July 13, 1994, at Table 2, http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-

research/Comparisons_of_Eventual_Passing_Rates_in_the_1990_and_1991_Co

horts.pdf 
18 More precisely, we pooled attorneys with at least 33 years up to 37 years 

since bar admission to ensure enough attorneys for each school to produce a 

reasonably reliable estimate. The horizontal position of each law school is the 

http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Comparisons_of_Eventual_Passing_Rates_in_the_1990_and_1991_Cohorts.pdf
http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Comparisons_of_Eventual_Passing_Rates_in_the_1990_and_1991_Cohorts.pdf
http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Comparisons_of_Eventual_Passing_Rates_in_the_1990_and_1991_Cohorts.pdf
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B. Validation of the Model 

We do not have the benefit of all of the data necessary to 

make exact calculations to model the relationship between bar 

score and discipline. In particular, we do not have individual data 

for LSATs, much less bar exam scores (which are not even available 

to successful candidates themselves). As a result, this analysis 

pieces together various individual and aggregate items of 

information from different years. It requires numerous 

assumptions that we believe are reasonable but may not ultimately 

reflect the true relationships. Thus, in this Part we validate our 

model by testing it against another approach derived 

independently of the model.  

We do have individual data for one very important piece of 

information: whether candidates were admitted to the bar in 

December or in June. The vast majority of candidates are admitted 

in one of those two months, corresponding to those who passed the 

                                                 
estimated median score on the bar examination, based on the law school’s 

estimated median LSAT. 

Figure 1 
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bar in July and February administrations. The vast majority of 

those who pass in July are first-time takers (never having failed) 

and the majority of those who pass in February are repeaters 

(having previously failed). By examining the discipline rates 

between these two groups, we can get a sense for how bar 

examination score plays into discipline rate on an individual level. 

Our data indicates that attorneys admitted in December 

(almost all of whom are first-time passers) have a discipline rate of 

about 4.7% at 35 years. In contrast, those admitted in June (more 

than half of whom are repeaters) have a discipline rate of about 

9.1% at 35 years. These figures, however, understate the 

difference, because almost half of February takers who pass are 

first-time takers and some July takers who pass are repeaters. 

Adjusting for this fact, the rate of discipline among first-time 

passers is likely only about 3.8%, and the rate of discipline among 

repeaters is likely over 12%.19 

Figure 2 below shows this relationship of cumulative 

discipline for first time passers and repeat passers as a function of 

years since bar admission. For both groups, the cumulative rate of 

discipline (percent ever disciplined) increases over time, as lawyers 

who have been admitted to the bar longer have more opportunities 

for discipline. But the repeat passers have a higher rate of 

discipline for all levels of experience and as years of experience 

increase the two rates diverge from one another. 

                                                 
19 We calculate these figures by setting up two equations, one for February 

and one for July where the total discipline rate for each exam is equal to the 

(unknown) discipline rate for first-time and repeat takers weighted by the 

number of passers in each category for each exam. We then solve for the first-

time discipline rate and repeater discipline rate, giving 3.82% and 12.62%, 

respectively. 
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This corresponds almost perfectly to our model’s predictions. 

Those who pass the bar on the first time have an average score of 

approximately 1552.5,20 which corresponds to a discipline rate of 

3.7% in our model (see Figure 1), almost identical to the 3.8% Those 

who pass the bar on two or more attempts have an average first-

time score of 1367.5, or almost 200 points lower, on average.21  That 

score would predict a discipline rate of about 15% under our model. 

Note, however, that all of these takers scored over 1440 on a 

subsequent exam, so their likely “true” ability is probably slightly 

                                                 
20 See Stephen P. Klein & Roger Bolus, Comparison of Eventual Passing 

Rates in the 1990 and 1991 Cohorts, July 13, 1994, at Table 2, 

http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-

research/Comparisons_of_Eventual_Passing_Rates_in_the_1990_and_1991_Co

horts.pdf. 
21 See id. 

Figure 2 

http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Comparisons_of_Eventual_Passing_Rates_in_the_1990_and_1991_Cohorts.pdf
http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Comparisons_of_Eventual_Passing_Rates_in_the_1990_and_1991_Cohorts.pdf
http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Comparisons_of_Eventual_Passing_Rates_in_the_1990_and_1991_Cohorts.pdf
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above 1400, which would give a discipline rate of 12%. Thus, 

although our model relies on aggregate (and noisy) data, it gives 

roughly accurate predictions of the individual data we do have.22 

Our findings are also bolstered by research conducted in a 

smaller study of Connecticut attorney discipline.23 In that study, 

researchers found that failing the bar exam was a significant 

predictor of discipline, even when many “character and fitness” 

variables are controlled.24 In addition, the study found that law 

school grades (which are closely correlated with bar exam scores) 

were among the strongest predictors of subsequent discipline, even 

when character and fitness variables were controlled.25 This 

provides strong evidence supporting the relationships we have 

found, even when other potential causes have been statistically 

controlled.   

 

C. Caveats 

We must present some caveats to our analysis. The most 

important is that we do not have individual data for bar 

examination scores, and therefore our analysis relies on aggregate 

data to a significant extent. But the individual data that we do 

have on bar passage strongly confirms our results, and 

independent research in another state further bolsters the 

relationship. As a result, we are confident that the relationship 

between lower bar examination score and higher discipline is 

accurate. The question is one of the magnitude of the effect. 

The magnitude of the effect may be larger or smaller than 

we estimate here. Note in Figure 1 that the rate of discipline 

increases faster as bar examination scores drop. It is possible that 

the true relationship is linear, which is suggested somewhat by the 

                                                 
22 We concede that our model relies on LSAT scores as a proxy for bar scores, 

but this validation eliminates the use of LSAT scores from the analysis. Better, 

of course, would be individual bar exam scores that the State Bar could use for 

a precise analysis. 
23 Leslie C. Levin, Christine Zozula, & Peter Siegelman, A Study of the 

Relationship Between Bar Admissions Dada and Subsequent Lawyer Discipline, 

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS COUNCIL, Grants Report 13-1 (2013), 

http://www.lsac.org/docs/default-source/research-(lsac-resources)/gr-13-01.pdf 
24 Id. at 26, Table 8, Model 4. In models in which law school rank and grades 

were controlled prior failing attempts were not statistically significant, but that 

is because law school grades are an excellent predictor of bar exam scores. 
25 Id. 

http://www.lsac.org/docs/default-source/research-(lsac-resources)/gr-13-01.pdf
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scatterplot of law schools in Figure 1. This would mean the 

predicted rate of discipline for the lower exam scores would be 

closer to 15%, instead of the 19% we predict. More likely, however, 

that the rate of discipline rises faster than we predict for very low 

bar scores. This is because at the lower end of law schools we only 

have data on those who eventually pass the bar—and many do not 

eventually pass. Those who pass the bar obviously have higher 

exam scores than the school as a whole, particularly at schools with 

lower bar passage rates. Accordingly, it is possible the true 

discipline rate at the 1330 passing score would be much higher 

than our model suggests. 

 

III. DISCUSSION 

 

A. The Need for Data from the State Bar 

Our analysis finds that lowering the bar exam passing score 

will increase the amount of attorney discipline in California. We 

cannot establish with precision the exact discipline rate that will 

result from lowering passing score. We can, however, assert with 

confidence that there is a relationship between bar examination 

score and probability of discipline. The data we have collected 

should raise serious concerns about the effect on consumers of 

lowering the passing score. 

The only way to make precise estimates of the impact of 

changing the passing score is for the California State Bar to use its 

internal records on bar examination scores and discipline outcomes 

to determine the likely fallout. This would also have the advantage 

of potentially including non-public records of discipline that we 

cannot analyze. It is especially important to perform this analysis 

prior to changing the passing score, because discipline does not 

manifest until many years after bar admission. As a result, the 

public will not know the extent of the effects of lowering the passing 

score for many years, or even decades. Accordingly, we strongly 

recommend the State Bar undertake that analysis prior to 

changing the passing score. 

Our findings do not answer the question of whether the 

California Supreme Court should change the passing score. They 

do, however, suggest that there are costs to lowering the passing 

score that are not widely appreciated or acknowledged. There are 

costs and benefits on both sides of the analysis. A change will make 
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legal services more available to those who cannot afford them. On 

the other hand, we are confident that lowering the bar exam score 

will create additional instances of malpractice and professional 

misconduct. The State Bar must make judgments about risk 

tolerance and the acceptable levels of likely attorney discipline. 

 

B. Possible Causes for Disparities in Discipline Rates 

Our model concludes that there would be an increase in 

discipline if the score were lowered. But we make no effort to 

identify reasons why attorneys with lower scores on the bar exam 

are subject to higher discipline rates. We concede there are many 

possibilities for disparities in discipline rates that ought to be 

considered among the costs and benefits of lowering the passing 

score, which are worth exploring through additional study and 

data. 

For example, there is a socioeconomic gap between the 

students who attend the most elite law schools and those who 

attend more marginal law schools.26 That gap may manifest itself 

in racial or socioeconomic disparities in attorney discipline, 

including disparate treatment in investigation and prosecution. 

We lack sufficient data to evaluate these possibilities.27 

Employment opportunities may differ significantly and 

contribute to different discipline rates. Graduates of more elite law 

schools secure better jobs,28 which provides them greater financial 

security and perhaps reduces the likelihood that they would feel 

compelled to engage in certain types of unethical behavior, such as 

stealing money from a client.29 Indeed, many graduates of elite law 

schools working at elite law firms likely never handle billing, 

                                                 
26 See, e.g., Richard H. Sander, Class in American Legal Education, 88 DENV. 

U. L. REV. 631 (2011). 
27 The State Bar has been reluctant to collect and disclose such information. 

See, e.g., Report by the State Bar of California, “Investigation and Prosecution 

of Disciplinary Complaints Against Attorneys in Solo Practice, Small Size Law 

Firms and Large Size Law Firms,” June 2001, at 14 n.3 

http://www.calbar.ca.gov/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=OydXJk36ys4%3D&tabid=

224&mid=1534 (discussing reluctance to collect data on size of law firm, type of 

practice, and ethnicity). 
28 See Arewa, Morriss, & Henderson, supra note 12, at 967. 
29 See, e.g., Eli Wald, Book Review, RICHARD L. ABEL, LAWYERS IN THE DOCK, 

59 J. LEGAL EDUC. 311, 323–24 (2009) (describing ethical dilemmas arising from 

short-term financial needs and uncertain cash flow for solo practitioners). 

http://www.calbar.ca.gov/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=OydXJk36ys4%3D&tabid=224&mid=1534
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=OydXJk36ys4%3D&tabid=224&mid=1534
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whereas solo practitioners are much more likely to handle clients’ 

money and engage in behavior likely to lead to comingling of 

funds.30 It may be the case that graduates of more elite law schools 

are more sophisticated in covering up their unethical behavior or 

are more likely to successfully resist allegations before the state 

bar. 

It might be that more elite law schools somehow train 

students to behave more ethically, or are more successful in their 

training, than more marginal schools. But our data suggests that 

this gap persists in hierarchies of undergraduate institutions, too, 

regardless of one’s law school. 

We are unable to compare our results against states like 

New York with lower cut scores. Cross-state comparisons may have 

little value due to disparities in state bar disciplinary procedures, 

enforcement, and priorities.31 However, we do have strong support 

for our conclusions from a study conducted in Connecticut, lending 

some credence to the conclusion that the effect is not specific to 

California.32 

 

C. Correlation and Causation, Costs and Benefits 

As discussed, there are many possible reasons why attorneys 

may be subject to discipline unrelated to their performance on the 

bar exam. If those things are the actual cause of attorney 

discipline, why should the bar score be the basis for evaluating 

discipline?33 Even though sole practitioners are subject to higher 

discipline rates, one would hardly recommend limiting the number 

of sole practitioners. Or even though men are subject to higher 

discipline rates,34 one would not suggest restricting the practice of 

                                                 
30 See Report by the State Bar of California, supra note 27, at 14 (finding 

that two-thirds of complaints received by the state bar in a one-year period were 

against sole practitioners, along with 68% of investigation files and that 78% of 

disciplinary cases prosecuted and completed). 
31 See generally Debra Moss Curtis, Attorney Discipline Nationwide: A 

Comparative Analysis of Process and Statistics, 35 J. LEGAL PROF. 209 (2011); H. 

Geoffrey Moulton, Jr., Federalism and Choice of Law in the Regulation of Legal 

Ethics, 82 MINN. L. REV. 73 (1997). 
32 See supra notes 23–25 and accompanying text. 
33 See, e.g., Deborah Jones Merritt, Bar Exam Scores and Lawyer Discipline, 

Law School Café, June 3, 2016, https://www.lawschoolcafe.org/2017/06/03/bar-

exam-scores-and-lawyer-discipline/. 
34 See id. 

https://www.lawschoolcafe.org/2017/06/03/bar-exam-scores-and-lawyer-discipline/
https://www.lawschoolcafe.org/2017/06/03/bar-exam-scores-and-lawyer-discipline/
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law based on gender. Should bar score be any different? 

We are sympathetic to these concerns. Nevertheless, none of 

these concerns undermines our point that discipline rates are still 

higher among attorneys with lower bar scores. Even if we 

controlled for a number of additional factors, this underlying fact 

would remain unchanged. While there might be reasons that 

explain why a disparity in discipline exists, lowering the cut score 

would still increase the likelihood of discipline, regardless of the 

reason why. 

Another criticism is one of scale. Given the relatively low 

discipline rate—about 5% after 35 years of practice—should this 

affect State Bar decision-making regarding the cut score? By 

lowering the cut score, we would expect the entering cohort to have 

a 35-year discipline rate exceeding 10%, and perhaps approaching 

20% at the very low end of those admitted, depending on low the 

cut score is set and subject to individualized data from the State 

Bar. 

This is another element of the cost-benefit analysis that ought 

to be considered. Law deans have emphasized some of the benefits 

of lowering the cut score. There would be more attorneys, they 

argue, who would provide more legal services to Californians and 

potentially increase access to justice and likely lower costs for 

consumers. The prospect that eventually 10% to 20% of those 

attorneys admitted with passing scores under a new, lower cut 

score will one day face discipline may not be enough to outweigh 

these prospective benefits. 

Another benefit redounds to recent law school graduates. Law 

students who graduate with significant debt and fail the bar on the 

first attempt often delay gainful employment as they retake the 

exam, which is a costly enterprise. Indeed, most people will 

eventually pass the bar, if they repeat the exam enough times.35 

But even if the cut score is lowered, there will always be some 

cohort of test-takers who are close to passing the bar and would 

succeed on a retake—the question is one of the appropriate line. 

                                                 
35 See, e.g., Michael Simkovic, Failed the Bar Exam? Try Again, BRIAN 

LEITER’S LAW SCHOOL REPORTS, Nov. 3, 2015, 

http://leiterlawschool.typepad.com/leiter/2015/11/failed-the-bar-exam-try-

again-michael-simkovic.html; Derek T. Muller, What happens after a test-taker 

fails the bar on a first attempt? Some data from Texas, EXCESS OF DEMOCRACY, 

Nov. 5, 2015, http://excessofdemocracy.com/blog/2015/11/what-happens-after-a-

test-taker-fails-the-bar-on-a-first-attempt-some-data-from-texas. 

http://leiterlawschool.typepad.com/leiter/2015/11/failed-the-bar-exam-try-again-michael-simkovic.html
http://leiterlawschool.typepad.com/leiter/2015/11/failed-the-bar-exam-try-again-michael-simkovic.html
http://excessofdemocracy.com/blog/2015/11/what-happens-after-a-test-taker-fails-the-bar-on-a-first-attempt-some-data-from-texas
http://excessofdemocracy.com/blog/2015/11/what-happens-after-a-test-taker-fails-the-bar-on-a-first-attempt-some-data-from-texas
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It might also be the case that our findings do not necessarily 

weigh against lowering the cut score, but instead suggest some 

urgency in the State Bar finding markers that portend likely 

discipline and intervening at early stages. Bar exam score is a 

marker of likely discipline (regardless of the cause), and the 

remedy may be for intervention from the State Bar or others early 

in their career, before discipline arises. If the State Bar chooses to 

lower the cut score, they might simultaneously supplement that 

decision with programs to intervene earlier and more successfully 

in the careers of attorneys likely to be subject to discipline. 

 

D. Effect on Legal Education 

The decision to lower the passing score may also have an 

effect on legal education. Historically, almost all ABA-accredited 

law schools have predicted bar scores higher than the current 

passing score.  Reducing the cut score from California’s 1440 to 

New York’s 1330 on a 2000-point scale is the equivalent of moving 

from an LSAT score of 151 down to an LSAT score of 141.36 This is 

below the 25th percentile of all but one ABA-accredited law school 

in California.37 Indeed, this is probably well below the performance 

of many non-ABA accredited schools in California.38 The result of 

lowering the passing score to 133 would be that the vast majority 

of graduates of an ABA-accredited law school would pass on the 

first time,39 and virtually all graduates of any law school would 

eventually pass, reducing the bar exam’s role as a meaningful 

consumer protection check, and placing more weight on law school 

                                                 
36 See Case, supra note 11. 
37 ABA Standard 509 disclosures reveal that Thomas Jefferson School of Law 

had the lowest 25th percentile LSAT score (141) in its entering class among 

California law schools in 2016. The nearest schools, the University of La Verne 

and Whittier Law School, had 25th percentile LSAT scores of 144. See 

http://abarequireddisclosures.org/. 
38 See Stephen P. Klein & Roger Bolus, Analysis of Changes in Test Scores 

and Passing Rates on the California Bar Exam from 1997 to 2002, June 17, 2003, 

at Table 5, http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-

research/Analysis_of_Changes_in_Test_Scores_and_Passing_Rates_on_the_CA

_Bar_Exam__From_1997_to_2002.pdf. 
39 Even with the historically low score of the July 2016 exam, the California 

mean score for first-time ABA-accredited school graduates was 1482. Assuming 

a normal distribution of scores and a standard deviation of 140, that would 

translate into a 86% passing rate. 

http://abarequireddisclosures.org/
http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Analysis_of_Changes_in_Test_Scores_and_Passing_Rates_on_the_CA_Bar_Exam__From_1997_to_2002.pdf
http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Analysis_of_Changes_in_Test_Scores_and_Passing_Rates_on_the_CA_Bar_Exam__From_1997_to_2002.pdf
http://www.seaphe.org/pdf/past-bar-research/Analysis_of_Changes_in_Test_Scores_and_Passing_Rates_on_the_CA_Bar_Exam__From_1997_to_2002.pdf
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admissions and academic dismissal policies for consumer 

protection. 

The repercussions of a lower bar exam passing score may 

unleash a sort of vicious cycle in the law school market. The current 

bar exam passing score probably plays a role in preventing law 

schools from admitting larger classes of weaker applicants and in 

encouraging law schools to academically dismiss students who are 

not succeeding in law school. Once the impediment is removed, it 

is possible this will entice existing law schools to increase class size 

with weaker applicants, attract new law schools into the market 

with lower admission standards, and eventually reproduce the 

current crisis at the new, lower passing score. 

The findings may also have broader implications beyond the 

current debate in California. There is a debate about the extent to 

which bar examination scores (and the law school grades with 

which they correlate closely) accurately reflect what graduates 

need to competently represent clients.40 The fact that bar 

examination scores predict the rate of discipline suggests that bar 

examination scores suggests they may have validity in predicting 

professional competence, at least as a measure of minimum 

competence. More data and further investigation would bear out 

whether this relationship exists and how meaningful it is. 

 

                                                 
40 See Deborah Jones Merritt, Validity, Competence, and the Bar Exam, 

AALS News Faculty Perspectives, Spring 2017, 

http://www.aals.org/about/publications/newsletters/aals-news-spring-

2017/faculty-perspectives/ (describing flaws in the bar exam). 

http://www.aals.org/about/publications/newsletters/aals-news-spring-2017/faculty-perspectives/
http://www.aals.org/about/publications/newsletters/aals-news-spring-2017/faculty-perspectives/

